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 Standard choice models: choice set is characterized by 
deterministic rules
Explicit (un)availability of the alternative
Explicit restrictions
 Some choice sets are not deterministic
Fuzzy rules
Depending on unobserved attributes
Complex interaction between decision maker and the 
environment





2. Deterministic choice set
3. Probabilistic choice set generation
4. Constrained Multinomial Logit
5. Comparison of approaches





 Assumption: known choice-set























Probabilistic Choice Set (PCS)
 Manski (1977):
Sub-set Universal choice-set
Choice-set is a latent construct (not observed)
Alternative selection and choice-set generation are 
separate processes
Computational complexity (combinatorial number of 
possible choice sets = 2j – 1 ) 
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Constrained Multinomial Logit (CMNL)
 Martínez et al. (2009): 













Probability of alternative i
being available or 



















































Constrained Multinomial Logit (CMNL)
 CMNL:
Does not require enumeration of choice sets
Simulates the construction of the individual’s choice set
Heuristic based on assumptions over the utility’s functional 
form:
 CMNL is an approximation to the choice-set 
generation procedure
How good is this approximation?
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 P(1)     Equal utility (V1=V2)
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A simple example
 P(1)     Alternative 1 is dominant (V1>V2)
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A simple example




 Simulated choices according to Manski’s approach
 Alternatives














 Results for CMNL (mean of each parameter over 100 estimations)










 CMNL approach generates biased results when compared 
with Manski’s approach
 The CMNL is a valid approximation when the constraints 
tend to be deterministic
 Still, is convenient for big choice-set problems 
(considered as a model on its own)
 Further work
Identify more specifically when is recommendable to use the 
CMNL
Justification from the behavioral approach?
Possible correction to the model?
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Thank you
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